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THE SEVENTH REGIMENT ARMORY. 

;5 HE institution of a National Guard, made 
C up of volunteer regiments, is distinctively 

American, and arose in part from the conviction 
that our very limited regular army, while being 
sufficient for the requirements of peace, was yet 
hardly all that might be necessary in event of 
sudden complications with another power. In such 
an emergency a body of well drilled men, ready to. 
be called 'upon at any moment for active service,' 
came to Se looked. upon as a most desirable acqui 
sition to the strength of the nation, and- not 'only 
as a figlhting elem'ent'in time of war but as police, 

safeguards to the various cities, quelling riots and 

performing other duties seemingly demanding such 
an influence as the military only can exert. This 
happy thought of volunteer organization through 
out the country, places at the disposal of the 
government at any- moment a regularly drilled 
and officered armly, of 1,500,000 meni, at least, and 
that too without any appreciable expense what 
ever. 

The spirit in which the young men join these 
regiments is.hardly a sanguinary one, but prompt 
ed rather by the social instinct; that which looks 
to glory is rather an after thought., The. armory 
tjius becomes, a sort of club-house, where the mem 
bers may- find- means of enjoying .themselves in 
leisure hours, and where the -surroundings are as 

well calculated to create social habits as to en 

courage military ardor. Armories, then, are 
points of no little interest, and their general ar 
rangement and comfort appeal in a very forcible 

way to the members of the respective regiments 
and to the public generally. 

*Until the Seventh Regiment erected its im 
pressive building some few years ago, armories 
were generally located over markets, stables and 
otlher evidences of commercial industry, and the 
accommodations were thus rather restricted. With 
the increasing importance and *,'wealth of the 

Seventh the ambition was encouraged with them 
to have a structure entirely devoted to military 
uses and confined exclusively to themselves. This 
led to the pr4sent edifice on Park Avenue, occu 
pying the block between Sixty-sixth and Sixty 
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seventh Streets, and extending back another block 
to Lexington Avenue. 

All but a very suall portion of this building 
is given up to a inagnificent drill room, principally 
for batallion drills and -incidentally for promenade 
concerts; the lesser portion is divided into rooms 
assigned to the different officers or companies. 

The main staircase is a most substantial and 
generous piece of work, admirably adapted in its 
size and general massiveness to the uses of such a 
structure, and rising fromn its two landings in a 
graceful and easy swing. The frame is of iron, 
covered with maple, the woodwork being done by 
George C. Flint & Co., as was likewise that in the 
halls. In the latter the treatment is not so satis 
factory, for the reason that it lacks the appear 
ance, of solidity. in the wainscotting and other 
cabinet work, that appears to be demanded by 
tlle surroundings. The stairs and halls are 
naturally very broad and the ceiling is about 
twenty-three feet in height. The general effect is 
admirable and in perfect. keeping with the heavy 
foriii of architecture.' 

Beginning at the lower end of the hall upon 

I~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I _- . 
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VETERANS' ROOM. 

the ground floor, the end that is at Sixty-sixth 
Screet, the colonels' room is the first upon the 
right. It looks upon the street and into the large 
drill room behind. The decoration of the wall is, 
to a great extent, in Pompeian red, the wall space 
and the ground of the frieze set off by a delicate 
stencil ornament too small to be obtrusive and yet 
sufficient to exert an effective influence. This wall 
is a very good termination to the walnut dado, 

where the polished panels constitute, the only 
departure from an otherwise uniform dead finish. 

The ceiling consists of geometrical designs in 
the border, while the center displays drapings of 
flowers with a background of light blue and a 
small stencil. 

The furniture of the room is plain and dur 
able, a tall walnut wardrobe with a plate glass in 
the door some six feet in height, is, properly, the 

most conspicuous object. A tall mantel stands 
opposite and supports several bronzes, a dying 
gladiator, a pair representing War and Peace, a 
Venus de Milo, and a few others whose identity 
has been lost in the metal. Hanging against the 

wall is Thomas Nast's well known picture of the 
Seventh departing for the seat of war on April 19, 
1861, and showing the regiment as it passes Prince 
Street and Broadway. The scene, as our readers 
will no doubt recollect from their own inspection 
of the picture, is a spirited one. 

The furnishing and decorating of the colonels' 
room was done by Messrs. Herter Bros. 

At the extreme opposite end of this corridor is 
the famed Veterans' Room, probably the" most 
elaborately decorated apartment devoted to such a 
purpose in the world. There has been no one 
style or form followed in the adornment of the 

walls or ceiling, but every convenient school has 
been drawn upon to add to the beauty and the 
effect. The preponderating styles appear to be the 

Greek, Moresque, and Celtic, with a dash of the 
Egyptian, the Persian and the Japanese in appro 
priate places. The result, instead of being confus 
ing or crowded as one would suppose, is pleasant 
and strong and forces one to a realizati.on that he 
is in the midst of artistic surroundings. 

The beamLis are rugged, hewn out roughly 
fromii oak, anid the orniamnentation in silver laid 

upon them. The framing, dado, etc., of California 
redwood, and the wall space, first covered with a 
rough paper, was then painted in a peculiar tone, 
a metallic ground clothed with a mail of links and 
so colored as to appear rusted or faded in parts. 

Above this wall space the frieze is made up of 
a series of war pictures, the weapons and defences 
of the various ancient peoples, coats of mail, 
armor, and the numberless accessories of strife, 
savage and refined. The ceiling has a yellow 
ground with silver stencil designs. 

The heavy appearing columns supporting the 
cross beam near the center of the room, are coiled 

with chains up to the height of the dado, the 
chains drawn so tight that they have become 
almost a part of the material they surround. 

It required the labor of four men for two days 
to put this chain in place; when it was commenced 
the natural rust laid thick upon the metal, but 
the efforts of the workmen wore the rust off and 
the effect was reproduced in paint. 

A mantel about ten feet iu height is sur 
mounted by a grotesque panel partaking of the 

Japanesque, representing an eagle combating with 
a monster dragon. HIelmets, breast platei and 
shells rest upon the shelf. Four peculiar looking 
iron hangers serve as chandeliers, and were made 
by Mitchell, Vance & Co. 

All this work, its conception. and execution, is 
from the brain of Louis C. Tiffany & Co., and the 

miagnificent portiares and curtains were designed 
and worked by Mrs. T. M. Wheeler. 

Before taking leave of this iDost interesting 
room we can do no better than to quote a few of 
the beautiful words from Mr. Donald (. Mitchell's 
description: 

"There are wondrous portiWres, heavy with 
banded plush, and sparkling with steel and brass; 
there is an open floor of parqueterie of some sim 
ple fashion;' an oaken wainscot seeming of the 
solidest, and higher than the tops of the doors; 'a 
glint as of metallic luster on the walls; a yellowish 
light on theni coming through the olive back 
ground of the translucent mosaics that hang 
before the windows; a sweep of quaintly-figured 
frieze around the heights of the room-this too 
seeining soiiiehow to carry metallic hues in it; a 

ceiling whose great half-rounded timnbers show 
strokes of the axe-a glimmer of imetallic ornamen 
tation in these, too;'a great chimney with somne 
flamboyant iron work of medieval date stretching 
across it, as a crane or twin fire-dog; two great 
iron chandeliers repeating this flamboyance, and 
stretching almost athwart the room, with serried 
rows of lights at either end; and a great miosaic 
(if such be the namne for it) of vitreous and ine 
tallic qualities mingled, fast to the wall over 
chimney piece, and showing in it a scaly dragon 
beating sea into foam, and an eagle (or vulture) 

making at it with beak and claw-these things are 
what strike one first in the room of the Veterans. 
Clearly enough, it is not a jaunty New York 
parlor; and there has been somewhat done in it, 
which the upholsterers alone are not used to 
doing. 

"Looking with more attention at the severe 
oaken wainscots, which might have come out of 
an old English country-house, we observe that a 
characteristic feature is the presence, often re 
peated, of sunken iron panels, whose raised borders 
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are set off with round silvered bolt-heads, whose 
surfaces are -tinted-not with paint nor with ap 
plied stain, but with their own rust, in splotches 
and wondrously fine flecks of red and gold ochre 
as if salt spray blown from the sea had flown in 
upon them, and left its markings. This rust treat 

ment, singularly beautiful in some of its tracings, 
has also been applied to the great iron transverse 
beams which support the chandeliers. 

"Along the upper edge of the wainscot runs a 
band or belt of carved work; there are dragons in 
this, tangles of old Saxon or Celtic tracery, varying 
and always changing, as the belt stretches without 
a break around the room; and at the lower end 
(north) comes to form a more carefully wrought 
frieze under the heavy oaken mantegl. Being, as 

we said, without break, this oaken belt must 
traverse the windows, where the plush curtains 

were hanging. Does it pass them solid, shutting 
out so much of the light ? No; it is carved here 
4 jour; and the pierced places are set with thick, 
angular bits of deep tinted glass, so that our plush 
curtains, with their rings of mail, seem to hang 
from jeweled cornices. 

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

RECEPTION ROOM. 

"Above this wainscot, the wall of a bluish-gray 
tint stretching unbroken to the frieze, is dappled 
over with those looplets of copper and silver, 
which we saw upon the upper half of the iron 
columns; these looplets, in their changes from 
copper to silver tint, do not follow any law that 
you can perceive, any more than Japanese orna 

mentation, or than the lights and shadows which 
chase each other over a rippling sea; this effect 
the wall has, viewed from certain points; and 
again under fuller blaze of sunlight, it may be 
fancied a curtain of iron rings, with the glint of 
furnace fires striking it. 

" In the north-west angle of the room the band 
of carved work above the wainscot, as it traverses 
the recess which we spoke of, grows, somehow, 
into a broad supporting corbel; this with flanking 
cylindrical oaken columns, with metallic fillets, 
holds up the balustrade of a balcony. This is un 
mistakably Oriental in spirit and detail; bosses of 
Eastern ornamentation alternate with serried dainty 
spindles in the balustrade; the wall behind is sten 

ciled with some close lattice pattern, and rolls over 
into a coved ceiling whose upper limit is lost 
behind the lower edge of the frieze; the window 
which opens on this balcony (not a large one) is 
covered with a glazed screen of close diamond 
work, which is but another bit of lattice, repeated 
with brilliant illumnination; the twisted stair lead 
ing to all this is itself concealed under close-set 
screens of curious spindle lattice work, which we 
should judge to be of actual Eastern fabrication. 

A basket of hamnmered iron swinging on some 
crane, and bearing its group of lights, gives at 
night wonderful effectiveness to this balcony bit of 
Orientalis;m. The contrast of it all with the stur(ly 
iron columns and their chains is very piquant." 

Passing from the Veterans' Room, the next in 
succession is the Library, a comparatively small 
apartment, fitted by Messrs. Louis C. Tiffany & Co., 
and made up of bookcases in two tiers, with a 

center table for the convenience of readers or 
writers. A chandelier in iron, smirched and soiled 
with intentional neglect, is a feature. The natural 
whitening influence of the gas is by no means 
the least effective of the several means employed 

in giving this chandelier an antique appear 
ance. 

There is a goodly display of books here, the 
majority of them supposed to be upon military 
subjects, but such solid reading is encroached upon 
very materially by frequent volumes of a lighter 
quality wherewith the war-like characters supposed 
to congregate about the iron guarded bookcases 
can recreate their minds. A balcony reached by 
an iron stair gives access to the upper tier of 
cases. 

The ceiling is a beautiful piece of decoration, 
the form is that of an arch and the decoration 
upon it consists of a delicate basket work most 
cleverly done and colored. A large sliding door 
commnunicates with the Veterans' Room, and the 

windows of both look out upon Park Avenue. 
The Reception Room, upon the opposite side 

of the short entranice hall, was furnished and dec 
orated by Alexander Roux. It is finished in maple, 
has a very high wainscotting, and the wall is in 
olive and gold. The long picture shown upon the 

wall in our illustration is a scene in the war of 
1812, presented to the Regiment. Directly opposite 
hangs an oil sketch by S. R. Gifford, showing the 
Seventh's Camp near Frederick, and was the gift 
of two members of the Regiment. On the other 
side of the folding-door is now shown Anderson's 
photograph of the members assembled in the large 
drill room. The likenesses are in the main very 
good, and all the faces are more or less recogniza 
ble. The price placed upon the photograph is, 
uinfortunately, almost prohibitory. 

The Board of Officers' Room, by Herter Bros., 
is one of the most attractive of the entire suite. 
It is spacious, inviting, and bears the appearance 
of "business" in a much greater degree than any 
of the other rooms. The cabinet work is in stained 
mahogany, the wall blue, and a light frieze and 
ceiling. The most prominent objects in the room 
are the three portraits; one over the fire-place and 
partly concealed in our illustration by the chande 
lier, is the Washington of Rembrandt Peale; while 
upon the left and right are life-size figures of Cols. 
Vermilye and Emmons Clark, respectively, both by 
Thomas Hicks. 

The presiding officer's chair at one side, upon 
a raised platform, is sentineled by two bronzes 
symbolic of appropriate subjects. The furniture in 
the room was from Marcotte & Co., this and the 
furniture in the Colonels' room being the only 

work done by this firm in the armory. Stained 
glass windows, heavy porti&res, and all the accom 
paniments to make an attractive meeting place, are 
in the interior economy of this delightful room. 

The apartment is intended for the meetings 
held by the various companies, each one being 
assigned a night when it can have the use of the 
room. 

Our last view is that of one of the company 
rooms, the tenth company, K., supposed to be the 

most elaborately arranged of the entire number. 
It is finished in maple and mahogany, has a hand 
somely decorated wall. hung with troplhies and 
portraits of former officers of the company. The 
work in the room was done by Messrs. Kimball & 
Cabus, after designs by S. V. Stratton, a member 
of the company, and of the firm of McKim, Mead 
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& White. There are traces of at least the influence 
in style from Messrs. Tiffany & Co. in the room, 
and there are very many choice and beautiful items 
of decorative fancy about worthy of notice and 
preservation. 

FESTAL DECORATIONS, No. 2. 

BY W. L. D. O'GRADY. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR DECORATION DAY. 

jS the years roll on, and the veterans of the 
L late unpleasantness diminish in numbers, it 

is manifest that the present ways of celebrating 
Decoration Day must ere long be abandoned. The 
processions of Posts of the Grand Army of the 
Republic will grow smaller and smaller as age and 
infirmities creep on the survivors, and they cannot 
continue the long marches to the cemeteries or 

- 
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TENTEI (K)7COMPANY ROOM. 

endure the early rising and excitement of -this 
latest of our National holidays. Parading in hired 
carriages is expensive and not very imposing, espe 
cially with the tail end of the show, comprising 

wagon loads of flower-pots. It is time to substitute 
new ideas to prevent a melancholy "petering out" 
of Memorial Day. 

A beginning might be made by doing away 
with long processions - the most sturdy of the 
veterans being taken to the cemeteries in the 
private carriages, fours-in-hand, landaus, &c., of 
patriotic and wealthy citizens-but concentrating 
the bulk of the ceremonies by holding great open 
air Lodges of Sorrow. 

In New York, for instance, Union Square might 
be turned into a superb Temple of Honor, as could 
be Prospect Park Plaza in Brooklyn, with a Pavil 
ion in the shape of a five-pointed star, properly 
adorned with the symbols of the G. A. R., and 
almost buried in flags and flowers, as the center of 
attraction. Similar five-pointed star temples, filled 
in with glass, should be established at the cem 
eteries for the permanent preservation of the gifts 

of flowers, which now undergo a very ephemeral 
existence. Almshouses might be erected in the 
vicinity for G. A. R. guardians of the graves, who 
would serve as guides to visitors at all times to 
the well-kept resting places of our fallen warriors, 
and represent in a measure the Invalides of France 
or the Chelsea and Greenwich Pensioners of Eng 
land. 

The scenes at the grand meeting places might 
be made most impressive and beautiful, and need 
not begin too early to keep away any but the 
most feeble veterans; while the exercises need not 
last too long to let the happy old boys retire well 
pleased in good season to their homes. 

And it is time, in order to perpetuate the 
Grand Army, to consolidate the Sons of Veterans, 
and such organizations, and extend them as mem 
bers of the Junior Grand Army of the Republic, 
including and amalgamating them and their sons' 
sons, for all time, with the parent posts of their 
sires. Instead, then, of the Posts dying out in a 
poverty stricken fashion, like the unhappy rem 

nant of the Veterans of the War of 1812, this 
perpetual influx of new blood, carrying on the 
traditions of their fathers, who fought to preserve 
the Union, will strengthen them, and comparative 

wealth and accumulated trophies will be their 
portion. 

Among the most significant and cherished re 
galia might be bronze eagles and five-pointed stars, 
after the model of the Standards of the Legion 
aries of Rome in her palmy days. They would be 
unique and could be costly. The "Young Guard" 

might be charged from the first with their custody. 
Massed. before the speaker's stand, at the com 

muand, " Eagles to the Front," each Decoration 
Day, they would form a magnificent and soul 
stirring feature of a superb "function." And at 
the Lodges of Sorrow a gorgeous catafalque on 

wheels might be introduced, with special reference 
to the casualties of each year. 

The disposition is growing to honor our dying 
braves, and I have indicated how this may well be 
done in a somewhat more effective fashion than 
seems as yet to have been suggested by anyone else. 

IT IS IN BLENDING types of reality in imagina 
tive combinations that the highest artistic results 
are attained. Decoration comes in to imipress us 

with more than the form-with the beauty of the 
details. The happy union of a classical spirit 

with an idealized executioin is the great require 
ment for emphasizing design. The attention now 
generally paid to rendering the treatment of design 
in accord with the material saves from much false 

work, and besides affords fuller prlay for orna 
mental features. Furniture has gained in general 
beauty and in accessories of decoration by its 
massiveness being determined by the limits set by 
sound construction and intended purpose. In 
glass, for instance, lumpy ornaments and deep in 
cisions are avoided. The overloading of articles 

with ornamental details has ceased to be regarded 
as augmenting their attraction, what is looked for 
being mainly the ideal expression of beauty-result 
ing in features of a distinctive individual char 
acter. 

We now witness, to the advantage of art, a 

more lavish use of vivid and intense colors, which, 
besides their effect in ilparting an appearance of 
richness and splendor, are a source of intensely 
pleasurable sensations. Brilliant colors are con 
fessedly of difficult management, as with edged 
tools caution is required in their use; but if kept 
under the control of a correct, rigid, and watchful 
taste, they may be still more freely employed. 

It- is in fancifully modifying types of reality 
and blending them in suggestive combinations that 
the highest triumphs of decoration are obtained. 

At the same time whatever enrichments are intro 
duced should be subservient to essential forms. 
It has been well said: "He is not an artist who 
adds anything for mere decoration irrespective of 
its bearing on the main purpose of its harmony 

with all its adjuncts." 

WHAT are called love cups or flagons, are now 
seen made of elephants' tusks, with smooth ivory 
handles. They are of unique design, more of a 
novelty or curiosity than a "thing of beauty, 
which is a joy for ever." 
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